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Abstract – Multiple Sensor Management  in an air traffic
control application.
The future Air Traffic Surveillance environment is
expected to be heterogeneous and include new types of
Data Sources capable of transmitting aircraft derived
data directly extracted from the avionics.
The Dynamic Service Definition function (DSD) has to
establish contracts with the new data sources  in order to
serve air derived information to the Air Traffic
Management user’s depending on their current needs
(required data, periodicity…) and  on the capability of
the new data sources to provide the requested
information.
The DSD dynamically manages the connected data
sources and  optimize their use in sharing the global
sensor load .
This resource allocation problem – that has also to take
into account the stability of the system and  the continuity
of the service - is an application of the use of t constraint
programming techniques.

Keywords: Sensor management, resource allocation, load
sharing, optimization, constraint programming.

1 The European Civilian Surveillance
System

The ARTAS program (ATM Surveillance Tracker and
Server) has been developed by EuroControl  in
cooperation with industrial partners, in order to provide to
European member states a Surveillance Tracker and Server
capable of managing high density traffic areas and inter-
system coordination.

The future Air Traffic Surveillance environment, tackled by
the ARTAS2 program, is expected to be heterogeneous
and include new types of Data Sources, such as the Mode
S, ADS-Broadcast and ADS-Contract, in addition to the
classical radar sensors (primary or secondary radars).

These new types of sensors are capable of transmitting
aircraft derived data of high importance for the Air Traffic
Management functions (such as the conflict detection and
resolution tools, flight data processing etc.) which make
use of  Surveillance data.
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2. The data sources

The on-board information extracted by the data sources is
contained in various data blocks that may vary from one
sensor to the other.
A contract between a data source and an aircraft basically
defines the data block that is to be extracted. Several kind
of contracts are possible, such as:
• demand (the data is extracted once),
• periodical (the data is extracted every T seconds)
• on-event (the data block is extracted when a specific

event occurs)

Each contract consumes a certain amount of load for the
corresponding data source and for the associated
transmission links. This means that in some cases, the data
source may not guarantee the requested services (the
request could then be postponed  several scans later).

The following information may be extracted from an
aircraft through a new data sources :

• 4D position,
• ground speed,
• track angle,
• rate of climb,
• selected altitude,
• trajectory intention,
• wind direction,
• temperature …

As an example, the trajectory intention of the aircraft may
extracted and sent to the Surveillance Tracker in order to
anticipate a turn.

3. The user’s requests

Requests for air derived information are sent by users
(operator’s, Air Traffic Management functions, Tracker).
User’s defines their required on-flight data, the associated
conditions, the periodicity and authorized delays.
As an example, the Minimum Safe Altitude Warning
function (MSAW) may request the altitude of  a given
flight every seconds if the aircraft flies under an altitude
threshold, the extracted information being not older than
10 seconds.
The Tracker is also a user as the other functions, with its
own needs in term of accuracy, refresh rate …

All requests have to be fulfilled with their associated
extracted aircraft information

4. The Dynamic Service Definition

In the future heterogeneous Surveillance environment, a
function which dynamically defines the services to be
requested from the Surveillance Data Sources, in order to
“optimize” the process, is of importance. This function was
conceived in the context of the EUROCONTROL ATM
Surveillance Tracker and Server 2 (ARTAS 2) project and
was called Dynamic Service Definition.

The Dynamic Service Definition (DSD) function has a set
of inputs, including sensor data, track data, geographical
data - reflecting the current Traffic and Environment
Situation -, as well as the requests from the Surveillance
Users. On the basis of these inputs and defined
operational criteria, the function dynamically defines the
most appropriate set of contracts which will be requested
from the Data Sources, in order to optimize the Traffic
Situation Picture, satisfy the requests of the Users and
share the global sensor load. The contracts will be
requested in order to receive a user defined set of data
items for a corresponding set of tracks at specified
transmission characteristics.

The role of the DSD is to reduce the data source load and
the transmission load.
This implies that the DSD - when selecting a data source
for an extraction - may assess, from the current tracks
positions and radar position, if there is a risk that the data
source could or will be in an overloaded situation.

 Figure 2 : The user can defined his needs through a
user request for air derived information.

 Figure 3 : the load increases in azimuthal
sectors depending on the number of aircrafts
and contracts in progress.

 Each pairing line is a contract between a
data source and an aircraft.



The DSD has to fulfil a maximum of user‘s requests and
has to determine which on-flight data shall be extracted
from which aircraft through which data source and at what
periodicity.

One of the dynamic aspect of the DSD is that it has also to
manage the failures (hand-over of a contract from one data
source to another one) and the stability of the system
(avoiding the switch from one data source to another one).

One complex issue is also  the combination of requests
among themselves in order to fulfil with one unique
contract a set of user’s requests.
Two user’s requesting the same information at different
periodicity may be served with the data of one contract
using the minimal periodicity .
Two user’s requesting at the same periodicity different
information pertaining to the same data block may be
served by the same contract.
The complexity  is induced  by the management of
decombinations in case of partial failures or inconsistencies.

4.1 The optimization issue

Definition and analysis of the problematic

The main feature of the DSD is the definition of the
contracts (and thus the set of sensors and associated
parameters ) that will  fulfill all incoming requests.
This paragraph analyses the data source allocation feature
in a general way and shows that it can lead to a
complicated algorithm.

The problem is to determine an adequate set of data
sources -with the associated transmission characteristics-
that could fulfil the needs expressed by the requests.
It can be basically seen as an allocation problem that is to
affect p data sources to n requests.
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Figure 6: allocation problem

If no rules nor constraints are applied, there are thus pn

possible solutions that can be represented by the
following search tree:
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Request 1 is affected to sensor A and request 2 to sensor B and request 3 to sensor C.

 Figure7: the search tree

Each node represents a request and each branch
represents a possible data source allocation.

 Figure 5 : The DSD ensure the continuity of the services.
The displayed trajectory is covered by no data source (in
red), by a mode S station (in green) or by an ADS station
(yellow) depending on dynamic events (failures).

 Figure 4  : The DSD has to dynamically  define
which data source will process a given request
(the pairing line indicates that a contract is in
progress  between a data source and the
corresponding track). This processing shares
the load induced by the requests among the data
sources



A possible solution corresponds to a possible path from
the root to an ending node.
A partial solution corresponds to a path from the root to
an intermediate node.

Searching for a solution
While searching for a solution, some specific rules could
be applied in order to eliminate inadequate solutions :

• the data source shall be operational (ON),
• the concerned track is within the data source

coverage,
• the data source is generally able to provide

the required data,
• the delays associated to the data source are

compatible with the request,
• the data source is not overloaded.

This is not sufficient to limit the number of possibilities as
the choice of one data source could impact the solving of
another request that will be processed afterwards.
This problem is essentially due to the data source load and
the maximum of contracts that can be handled.

The search shall then be driven by a more complicated
heuristic that should take into account the data source
load.
As an example, we could consider a given data source  has
:

• an on-going load,
• a sharable load,
• a non-sharable load.

The heuristic could be of the following :
• compute the global effort than can be

requested.
• if this effort is greater than the maximum  then

the sharable load shall be transferred.
In the case of a simple problem, this heuristic is enough.
However, for representative problem, this task is harder: in
the following example, 4 data sources have to process 15
requests on 15 tracks.
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 Figure 8 :  example of a track /request distribution on
a specific data source coverage (15 requests on 4

data sources).

Each data source is able to process a maximum number of 4
tracks. Potentially, this system is able to process 16
requests.
Let’s suppose that we have to process the requests by
order (from 1 to 15) and that we apply the rules described
here above.
In that case, 1 is placed very easily. However there are no
rules to place 2. Which source shall be thus selected,
knowing that this selection will impact the final solution?

The heuristic that will solve this problem entirely is not
evident although it could be solved partially by the use of
one of the simple heuristics defined here above.
Furthermore changes in the initial problem directly impact
the heuristic that is to be applied.
In conclusion we could say that the algorithmic approach
has to manage:

• a search domain to find a solution as no
equation nor rules will give directly a possible
solution,

• a partial set of solutions in case of
impossibilities,

• the fact that it should be adapted to all the
cases of the problematic.

If we assume that a request would likely to be split on
several data sources the problem is much more complex.
The search described here above could also be driven with
the supplementary aim of optimising some variables.
In fact, the optimisation of the data source load,
individually and globally, is the only way to increase the
probability that a new request will always be processed.

The proposed solution has also to take into account the
system stability avoiding a request to be constantly
allocated to a new data source each time an event occurs.
In that case, the system will be unstable (because a
contract would always change) and some computation
time would be lost to reallocate the previous requests in
another way. The optimisation of the size of the data can
also be taken into account in order to lower the data flow.
Again, a heuristic that will have to take that optimisation
feature into account will not be easy to determine.
Changing the optimisation parameters (e.g.: the variable
that is to be optimised.) can also impact that heuristic
dramatically.

Although it can be very easy to find a partial solution, it is
much more complicated to determine a complete solution
(i.e.: all the requests are fulfilled) or to give a good partial
solution (i.e.: a great number of requests are fulfilled), even
in cases where the number of data sources and requests
are reasonable.
Furthermore, the complexity increase if the DSD has to take
into account the fact that some variables could be
optimised.
The use of “classical” programming to solve this
combinatory problem was not recommended as it would
have lead to a great amount of effort and line codes, would
have been very heavy to maintain and not flexible enough
to modify.



4.2 The algorithmic approach : the use
of constraint programming.

The resource allocation is dynamically done by inference
cycles triggered on events (urgent request,  buffer of new
incoming requests, maximum elapsed time, data source
failure …).
This paragraph describe the two main steps of a cycle :

Step 1 : the search

In order to manage the search tree in a flexible way, the
DSD prototype relies on a constraint programming tool
(ILOG SOLVER) .

This constraint programming tool will propagate a
constraint on each data source load while searching for a
solution in the search tree.
The algorithm will thus converge to a possible solution in
a fast way by removing the unfeasible alternatives on the
fly.

The requests are sort by decreasing priority. Thus, the
search will always place first the requests of higher
priorities in order to ensure that - whatever complete (or
partial) solution is proposed, the urgent requests will
always be placed.

At each cycle, the requests corresponding to on-going
contracts are played against new one of higher priorities.
The stability is managed through the notion of privileged
data source : if an existing contract is allocated to a data
source, this data source will be prioritized in the search in
order to avoid contract cancellation and re-initialization
with another data source.

Step 2: the optimization task

Once a first solution has been found, the constraint
programming tool will be used to optimise the choice (in
the remaining time and in relation with the cost function)
by modifying the current solution and by dynamically set a
new constraint which is that the cost of a solution shall be
lower than the cost of the current one.
Basically the cost function that is to be optimised  takes
into account:

• the number of request that are covered by a
contract,

• the distribution of the load among the data
sources,

Some other parameters are taken into account and may be
minimised such as:

• the delays between the arrival of the request
and the arrival of the corresponding air
derived information,

• the stability of the contracts.

One of the problematic lies in the cost function that has to
be relevant in order to avoid problems in the time
processing: if the cost function has too many parameters,
then the software has a lot of possibility (dimension) to
modify the current solution and may consume a lot of CPU
time to make the optimisation task. Therefore, when
possible, the parameters will have to be taken into account
in the search function and not in the cost function. The
cost function and the associated response time also
depend on the scaling aspects (how many requests at a
given time for how many data sources ?).

4.3 The DSD software

The purpose of the DSD software is to analyse the most
critical sub-function from an algorithm point of view.
Therefore the search task and the optimisation task with
the associated cost function have been implemented.

In order to ensure that the DSD will take decision very
rapidly, the ILOG SOLVER tools has been configured to
stop the search after 10 seconds.

One of the problem encountered in the different load
scenarios (issued from real air traffic situations) and played
with the DSD,  is the problem of partial solutions.
The DSD may not place all requests depending on the
actual sensor configuration, number of requests and
remaining time.
During the search, each time the constraint programming
tool backtracks in the search tree because it has detected
inconsistency (one or several constraints on the load can
not be respected),  the current partial solution is stored
only if the number of instantiated requests is greater than
the number of instantiated requests in the last stored
partial solution.
The best partial solution explored is given back to the
operator.
One important question raised and still under study is the
distance between this solution and the optimal one if it
exists.

Concerning the data sources load the following model
have been used for ADS data source :
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where Nc is a maximum number of contracts,
T a processing period,
FBav the average size of the data format held in Nc,

FBchosen is the chosen data block format size,
Ti the renewal period required in the contract.



For the mode S station a maximum of data block per sector
was authorized.

5. Conclusion

The results of this project were quite positive although the
reaction time would not go under one second in case of
complex situation (in that case the DSD can spend 10
seconds to find a partial solution ).
The management of request for air derived information
with constraint programming is feasible and robust to
scaling aspects.
However, the time allocated to the search and optimization
task is defined by the programmer : the problem is in fact in
the quality of a partial solution and its distance to the best
one.
One another problem that is to be tackled is the
combination of requests (a simple combination has been
implemented),  the compression (and decompression) of
requests is very complex in overloaded situations.

 Figure 9 : this diagram shows the global allocation of requests over time (in black), the allocation of
request to one ADS data source (in yellow) and three mode S station (in green). The stability of the
contracts over time has to be  monitored in order to avoid
discontinuity in the delivery of on-board information.

 Furthermore, an unstable system generates more message than a stable system and thus the
corresponding overloaded situation.


